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for missions such as ASCENDS
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Possible lines and wavelengths Approximate 
Maximum 
optical depth 
Maximum total jitter for < 0.21% 




nm  MHz pm cm-1 
O2 GSFC 1, 2 13075.819 764.7705 0.87 16 0.031 0.00053 
O2 GSFC 1, 2 13075.944 764.7631 1.47 11 0.022 0.00037 
O2 GSFC 1, 2 13076.064 764.7561 3.15 8 0.016 0.00027 
O2 GSFC 1, 2 13077.297 764.684 0.46 1400 2.73 0.047 
O2 LaRC 2 7841.9866 line 1275.1871 1.95 peak  1 0.0054 0.000033 
O2 LaRC 2 7920.596 1262.5312 ~ 0.68 130 0.69 0.0043 
CO2 GSFC 2 6359.9674 line 1572.335 ~ 1.9 peak 1 0.0082 0.000033 
CO2 LaRC 2 6364.922 line 1571.111 ~ 1.38 peak 1 0.0082 0.000033 
CO2 JPL 
additional 
example 4875.6905 2050.992 2.6 2 0.028 0.000067  
CO2 JPL 3 4875.6265 2051.018 0.9 4 0.056 0.00013 
CO2 JPL 4 4875:882 2050.911 0.89 4 0.056 0.00013 
 
Pre-analyzed atmospheric data for 
error analysis
Combining individual layer error estimates 
Analysis and processing of the MERRA dataset
Global annual temperature sensitivity for alternative CO2 bands

















Fig 2.2  Altitude distribution  


















Fig 2.4   Individual layer and  





















Fig 3.1     Temperature 
sensitivity analysis for the 







Fig 3.2     Temperature 
sensitivity analysis for the 
















Fig 3.4     Temperature 
sensitivity analysis for
The 1.26-1.27 micron  O2
band
Fig 1.3     Preview GUI screens 
of the modeling programs
Fig 1.1     Previously under development
Fig 1.2    New additions
Conclusions and further work
Fig 4.1     Laser wavelength jitter analysis example for selected CO2 spectral lines
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